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Even in his youth
NICK KHATTER
ARTS CONTRIBUTOR

Kurt Cobain was one of the
world's most beloved grunge rockers
and manic-depressives.
You can watch the TV specials,
read the books and obsess over his
diaries, but nothing will bring you
closer to the heart and soul of him
than Kurt Cobain About a Son.
The film played on Sept. 19 as
part of the Atlantic Film Festival.
Directed by AJ Schnack, About a
Son is an impressionistic portrait of
Cobain's life.
Narrated by conversations taken
from over 25 hours ofrecorded interviews by journalist Micheal Azerrad,
this pseudo-documentary is a showcase of Cobain's reflections on his
life and the world around him.
The interviews, which Azerrad held
bet\veen 1992 and 1993 for his book
Come As You Are: The Story ofNirvana,
had never been heard before.
The film is not really a documentary, but rather a slideshow smeared
with the feelings and reflections of a
misunderstood artist and accompanied by a sound track composed according to Cobain's musical taste.
Artists like Iggy Pop, David Bowie
and Arlo Guthrie play over pictures
of industrial Aberdeen, flamboyantly
artistic Olympia, and dreary Seattle.
Death Cab For Cutie's Ben Gibbard
and Nirvana producer Steve Fisk composed the rhythmic, wave-like score.
The movie starts off slowly, but
perks up within the first 20 minutes
with obscure animation resembling
Cobain's own artwork. The film combines this animation with Cobain
talking about how he felt like an
alien his parents adopted.
Cobain talks about his mischievous

Atlantic Film Festival:
Made in Jamaica
CHRIS METLER
ARTS CONTRIBUTOR

Kurt Cobain About a Son takes never been seen footage and shows
Cobain's life through slide show and musical backdrop.
childhood spent throwing cans of rocks
at police cars and how he liked people
thinking he was gay in high school because of the conflict it presented.
In Cobain's anti-drug spiel, he speaks
of how his paranoia and desire for drugs
faded with the birth of his child.
When you see the picture of Cobain in his white pajamas playing

with his daughter and wife, you can't
but help shed a tear.
About a Son is a rollercoaster of
Cobain's thoughts and feelings, as he
expresses his love for Courtney, bitter feelings towards his father and
uncertainty for the kids of the next
generation.

Jerome Laperrousaz's Made in
Jamaka is an engaging, if flawed,
look at the social, cultural and economic factors that are currently
impoverishing Jamaica. The film,
which played on Sept. 16 at this
year's Atlantic Film Festival, explores
how those factors have influenced
the musical sounds and styles native
to the island.
Made in Jamaica begins with a
news report ofthe gang-related murder of a well-known dancer known
as Bogle. The murder of the popular
dancer stunned members of the Jamaican community.
Laperrousaz then aims the camera at the artists and lets them speak
their minds. They discuss where
their music came from, how their society has played a part in their evolution as musicians, how their music
helps their communities and where
Jamaica is going as a nation and as a
musical hotbed.
It features the music and insight
of such reputable reggae and dance-

hall artists as Bounty Killer, Elephant
Man, Capleton and BunnyWailer.
While these themes typically
combine to make an effective formula for music-based documentaries, Made in Jamaica lacks the true
craft to be considered in the same
league as such landmarks as The
Last Waltz, Bob Marley: Rebel Music
and Rhyme & Reason.
The film is uneven, with Laperrousaz moving from artist to artist
and back again without establishing
any cohesiveness between them.
This is not to say what they believe
is unimportant, only that it begins to be
repetitive without any real structure.
As a result, music becomes the
film's main focus rather than the issues the artists talk about.
The music is infectious and there
isn't a hint of Jamaican-based music
that is ignored or unexplored. With
the aid of captions, the often hardto-decipher lyrics of dancehall reggae are given relevance by revealing
some truly socially-conscious lyrics.
Made in Jamaica is an enjoyable
look at the musical pulse of a nation.

Reservation Road
BRITTANY CURRAN
STAFF CONTRIBUTOR

Reservation Road displays that
nothing is heavier than the weight
of guilt or stronger than the bonds
of love.
The film, shown on Sept. 20 as
part of the Atlantic Film Festival,
depicts the Jives of two family men
- college professor Ethan Learner (Joaquin Phoenix) and lawyer
Dwight Arno (Mark Ruffalo}.
In an accidental hit-and-run,
Arno's SUV kills Learner's son, Josh,
at a gas station in a quaint Connecticut town.
Learner embarks on a frenzied
pursuit to identify his son's killer, as
Arno desperately attempts to hide
his blame.
Phoenix does a remarkable job
of playing a grief-stricken father,
immersed in a world of suspicion
and chat rooms, desperately seeking
resolution.
Sharing his spotlight is Ruffalo,
portraying a recently divorced dad

who cherishes time spent watching
Boston Red Sox games with his son,
Lucas (Eddie Alderson) during his
weekend custody.
Director Terry George provides
a beautiful contrast in this film, as
Josh's death causes Ethan to isolate
himself from his wife and daughter,
but forces Dwight to strengthen his
relationship with Lucas.
1\vists punctuate the grim plotline as both protagonists suffer
weakness.
The solution to this weakness
is articulated during a talk ben.veen
Dwight and Lucas: "Sometimes you
gotta stand up and be a man."
rhe film boasts a supporting
cast that includes Mira Sorvino, Jennifer Connelly and Elle Fanning, the
younger sister of Hollywood wunderkind Dakota Fanning.
Through heartbreak and forgiveness, Reservation Road tells an entangled story of the people worth fighting
for and fighting against. It illuminates
that the most significant struggle of all
is the struggle within yourself.

